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What I’m going to look at: 

  Transport issues - 

     NDA policy  

 Heat exchangers to Studsvik 

 A range of international incidents 

   Contaminated scrap metal issues - 

  Recent examples of contaminated       
 materials found in consumables, buildings and ports 

 Concern over reductions in US / international safety standards  

 ONR / IAEA Contaminated scrap advice 

 Updating of NFLA Contaminated Scrap Metal Booklet  

    Conclusions and future work  



NDA strategy 

• Optimising waste at fewer sites -  Sellafield preferred, new 
consultation seen much opposition from Councils / NGOs 

• Site end states – recycling strongly encouraged 

• Business optimisation – revenue for NDA? 

• Risk tolerance v accelerated hazard reduction 



Heat exchangers to Sweden 

   Berkeley 15 boilers moved Mar 12 –         

 Mar 13 (originally site end 2074) 

     4,665 tonnes of LLW 

     All sent by road & sea to Sweden 

     95% of steel recycled – low level          
 radiation diluted and dispersed? 

     NDA - save 2 yrs ‘disposal capacity’ at LLWR in Drigg 

     Each boiler contains approx 35GBq (35 thousand million Becquerels)  

     208 boilers at Magnox reactors = 42 such transports to Sweden? 

 

QUESTIONS FOR NFLA: 

     Do we want so many transports containing highly radioactive cargo? 

     Are there better and safer alternatives? 

 

 

  



Canadian transports to Sweden 

  2011 Bruce Power plan 

     Up to 32 boilers to go to Sweden    

     CCNR – 6 times above radiation limit for     
 ocean transport 

     60 times over limit for inland waterways 

     Large international & Councils opposition to it 

     Licence to move it expired in 2012 

 



NFLA policy on waste & recycling 

 Key points agreed at NFLA AGM in Hull, 2006: 

 - manage waste at origin wherever practical 

 - dilute & disperse be rejected in favour or concentrate and contain 

 - reduce transportation to the minimum 

 - radioactively contaminated metal should not be recycled for future use 

  



Incident at Hamburg port 

   May 1st – ‘Atlantic Cartier’ caught fire 

•    Transporting 9 tons of uranium    
 hexaflouride, 180 tons of ethanol and 4 
 tons of explosives (& 70 cars)  

•     200 firefighters needed, 12 hours incident  

•     Major public event 500 metres away with 
 120,000 people in attendance 

•     Ship seriously damaged, major incident 
 narrowly averted  

•     180 nuclear  transports a year through 
 Hamburg 

•     Ship has a poor safety record: 20 recorded 
 ‘deficiencies’ in 2008 – 13 

•     Ship has often travelled from UK ports like 
 Liverpool where some of these deficiencies 
 were found  

  



Dounreay rail transports  

  Dounreay end state 

    NDA view – move most of materials  to Sellafield   

    ‘Fuel’ contains highly radioactive material 

    Up to 60 rail (some sea) transports 2013 - 2015 

    Limited Scottish rail network 

    Armed guards for transports? 

    Accident / malicious attacks – EP?  

    Strong local opposition / media interest 

  



Summary of transport risks 

   Is concentrating waste at limited number of sites a good thing? 

      Are such policies rather diluting and dispersing waste where recycling 
  occurs?  

      Possibility of accident / malicious attack 

      Transports contain highly radioactive materials 

      Publicity has a factor on amount of transports 

      Recycling waste sets a worrying long-term trend  

  



Contaminated goods 

  Jan 2012 - US public health officials recall 

 metal tissue holders on sale at ‘Bed, Bath & 
 Beyond’ stores   

•     Contain low levels of Cobalt 60  

•     Set off radiation alarms at inspection station 

•     Cobalt 60 usually used in sterilising medical 
 products & cancer therapy 

•     US NRC – smelted metal came from India and 
 ‘strayed’ into production process (6 months 
 before came to light) 

 



Contaminated buildings 

     Cobalt 60 found in steel found in 180 Taiwan 
 buildings in the 1990s 

•     Dose Response report -  protracted discussions 
 over the effects on health of long-term exposure 

•     Steel may had come from decommissioned 
 reactors 

•     National Yang Ming University study – concluded 
 that excessive exposure had some effect on 
 certain cancers, eyes and average heights of 
 those exposed  

 



Contaminated cargo at ports 

    Oct 2012 – CSNC ordered small shipment of contaminated 

 kitchenware found at Montreal Port back to India 

•     Hanjin Shipping container from India   

•     Contained Cobalt 60  

•     In Montreal port for 5 months 

•     Canada Borders Service Agency intercepted 15 shipments 
 triggering radiation alarms since Fukushima disaster  

•     Indian authorities advised may be issue with radiation controls 

  



Reduced standards? US case study 

   Dec 2012 – US DOE consultation on lifting ban on release of radioactively 

 contaminated scrap metal for recycling into consumable market  

     Poor consultation – over Christmas period, email response did not work for 
 part of consultation period  

     Wall Street Journal – 14,000 tons of scrap metal under review 

     Could generate $10 million - $40 million income to DOE 

     Once metal is released no semblance of control for it 

     Is there a regulatory vacuum for oversight and enforcing standards? 



Other alarming US figures 
2009 Scripps Howard News investigation of US NRC records showed: 

"... 18,740 documented cases involving radioactive materials in consumer 
products, in metal intended for consumer products or other public 
exposure to radioactive material.” 

"The US Government Accountability Office estimates there are some 
500,000 unaccounted cases of radioactively contaminated metal objects in 
the US, and the NRC estimates that figure is around is 20 million pounds of 
contaminated waste....” 

"In 2006 in Texas, for example, a recycling facility inadvertently created 
500,000 pounds of radioactive steel byproducts after melting metal 

contaminated with Caesium-137, according to US Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission records. In Florida in 2001, another recycler unintentionally 
did the same, and wound up with 1.4 million pounds of radioactive 
material." 



IAEA New Safety Standard 
   Scrap metal recycling is clearly now an international industry  

     Feb 12 – IAEA published new guidelines on controlling radioactive 
 material in metal recycling & production industries  

     Key recommendations of IAEA Standard Safety Guide - 

 1. Apply graded approach based on size of facility and on type of 
 radioactive material it may encounter 

 2. Large facilities should have radiation monitors 

 3. Small and medium facilities have awareness of problem and know 
 signs of likely contaminated materials 

 4. Irrespective of national regulations, radioactive material may 
 become mixed with scrap metal 

 5. When shipments take place, metal recyclers should provide 
 statement that scrap has been monitored for radiation 

 6. Operators of large facilities must do radioactive monitoring to 
 check scrap metal is safe   

 7. Monitoring scrap metal entering new facility must take place 

 



NFLA booklet – time for update? 
    ONR has updated its guidance to tally with IAEA safety standard 

     Encouraged scrap metal companies to consult BMRA   

     NFLA undertook major study in 2000 on these issues 

     Booklet still highly prescient and relevant 

     Now a good time to update it in co-operation with others 

     Recent research has not brought up any recent UK incidents but 
 vigilance remains the key and more detailed research required 

     More detailed NFLA English Forum seminar later in 2013     

 
   



Summary of contaminated scrap issues 

   Increase in international examples of radioactively contaminated scrap 

     Public health and low level radiation concerns 

     New IAEA and ONR guidance notes a level of public concern towards it 

    US changes – a prelude for other countries? 

   Close links with the transportation issues 

    Further NFLA research required and consultation with trade bodies 
 and relevant local authorities 



Conclusions and further work 

   Transportation and scrap matters remain a significant issue and 

 potential radiation risk 

     The NFLA needs to consider further and publicise concerns 

     Co-operation with other groups essential   

     Further research is required 

     A wider NFLA event and reports to Steering Committee will be 
 developed later this year 



Thank you for listening. 


